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Summary
2013 was a very busy year for the Telford Borough Police Department. It’s a year that can best
be described as one of “distraction”. Despite the ever present crime and disorder, the department
was plagued by a myriad of others issues that distracted and detracted from the core mission and
plan. Had it not been for the integrity, competence and flexibility of the officers and staff it
would have been much worse. Despite the problems and distractions, the department persevered
and worked to get the job done. In total, 2857 calls for service were answered to during the
course of the year.
While the year got off to a fairly normal start, the first big distraction occurred when a morals
when a serious personnel issue erupted. That ordeal shook the department and caused a spiritual
wound. However, true to form, everyone banded together and moved forward. Things are better
today than they were in April of 2013 for certain.
Manpower continues to be a challenge. The ever constant hiring and training of part-time
officers was overshadowed by the vacancy of the fulltime officer that resigned amongst the
scandal previously stated. The Chief, Detective and part-time officers worked hard to fill the
temporary void. By the end of the year, the fulltime ranks returned to the normal level. Parttime hiring continues to be a challenge.
Financially, TBPD came in under budget. Though the Borough was forced to spend a significant
amount in legal fees on a police department issue, scheduling creativity and other cost saving
measures helped to ensure a moderate fiscal victory at year’s end. Financial integrity remains a
key goal.
Several in-house training and development initiatives were enacted in the department in 2013. A
“culture of training” has been developed and officers receive training in critical areas through
low cost and no cost in-house training programs. This initiative will be expanded and built upon.
With the implementation of the new Telford Borough Police Department Policy & Procedures
Manual in 2013, the department is heading in a direction that is founded on best practices and
sound risk management. Tremendous improvement has been made in the operation of the
department. We are continuing to journey towards accreditation which sometimes seems like a
40 years in the desert experience. It is close and the few gaps which remain are getting narrower
by the week.
Let’s not forget crime and disorder, the hallmark responsibility of the TBPD. 2013 saw rise to
some significant criminal cases including robbery, rape, drugs, burglary and many others. It
never seems to end. However, the TBPD stands fast and ready to protect and to serve the
residents and others who come to Telford Borough.
Please allow this report to summarize the past year.
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Mission Statement
The Telford Borough Police Department will cooperatively seek a partnership with the citizens of the
Borough in order to provide the highest quality of police services.

THE GOALS OF THE PARTNERSHIP ARE:





To protect life and property,
To enforce all laws fairly and impartially,
To improve the quality of life for all citizens,
To resolve problems that affect our community

All personnel will help to accomplish these goals by acting with a high level of integrity, professionalism
and spirit of police and community cooperation.
The Telford Borough Police Department will take a proactive approach in addressing citizen concerns and
will utilize all available resources to apprehend violators and to ensure that all rights guaranteed under the
Constitutions of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and of the United States of America are protected.
The Telford Borough Police Department will provide training and equipment and will challenge all
personnel to develop and improve skills necessary to provide the highest quality services available to
protect and serve the citizens of the Borough of Telford.

Core Values
The following are the core values that shall govern the operation of the Telford Borough Police
Department at all levels:

1. Integrity – We will be honest in all that we do.
2. Justice – We will be fair to all.
3. Respect – We will demonstrate respect for all.
4. Duty – We will protect all.
5. Service – We will help all those in need.
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Personnel
In the beginning of 2013 the police department was staffed with six full-time officer, three parttime officers and a civilian administrative assistant. In March Kenneth Peck, a part-time officer
resigned to take a fulltime position with the Hatfield Township Police Department. That reduced
staffing to two part-time officers. In May Sergeant James Minninger resigned leaving five
fulltime officers. In November Kyle Heffernan, a part-time officer, was hired to fill the fulltime
vacancy left by James Minninger. Matthew Seydel was added to the part-time roles in
November.
The hiring and retention of part-time officers remains a bitter challenge. The time and money
spent to hire, uniform and then train good quality people is a wasted expense. Good part-time
hires are often hired by townships of the second class who hire without competitive testing. That
leaves TBPD in a constant struggle to recruit and retain.
Due to some of the problems with past officers, the hiring guidelines have been strengthened. It
would be easy to hire mediocre candidates, who would most likely remain for years, but that is
not the answer. Mediocrity in standards is certain to render future and costly problems and
significant risk. It is better to be shorthanded than to have bad people.
It has been very difficult to have a consistent cover shift (7:00 pm till 3:00am) with the current
manpower roster. It is sporadic at best. Borough Council has been advised on numerous
occasions concerning the need for an additional fulltime officer. It is critical and should be
seriously considered for the 2015 budget.
The personnel that currently make up the TBPD are as follows:
Chief of Police
Randall S. Floyd

Administrative Civilian
Gladys Gradel

Patrol Sergeant
Vacant

Full-time Patrol Officers
Jeremy Y. Kim – Juvenile Officer
David Bechtel
Brett Popiny – Drug Investigations
Kyle Heffernan (PT to FT)
Part-time Patrol Officers
Robert F. Seville
Matthew Seydel
Vacant
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Detective
Daniel S. Fox (Acting OIC)
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Vacant

OPERATIONS
Criminal Investigations
Detective Daniel S. Fox is the sole criminal investigator for the TBPD He has been in this
position since March 2010 and has grown into the position quite well. Detective Fox is organized
and meticulous making him a very a competent criminal investigator. He continues to gain
accolades from prosecutors and other detectives with whom he collaborates.
During 2014 Detective Fox was tasked with conducting multiple criminal investigations. Rapes,
robberies, burglaries, thefts, major assaults and some complex fraud cases kept him very busy.
Along with the investigation and arrest of criminal violators comes substantial court time.
Detective Fox spent many hours in both the district and county courts. This also involved a
significant amount of trial prep time with assigned prosecutors.
Of particular note was the trial of Dr. Richard Ruth. The trail which lasted several days resulted
in quick guilty verdicts against both the doctor and his son who worked with him. Had it not
been for the competence and thoroughness of the original investigation, this conviction may not
have occurred. Ironically, the day following Dr. Ruth’s conviction his attorney was arrested for
selling the same kind of drugs that his client was illegally selling through his practice.
Also, a large responsibility of all officers, particularly the detective, is that of victim
management. Victims of crime, especially violent crime, oftentimes need assistance getting
counseling, victim’s compensation, etc. This process is very important and can be very time
consuming. Detective fox has done a good job with this responsibility as well.
CRIMINAL STATISTICS
Arrests

Non-Traffic Citations

122

99

Drug Investigations
Drug investigations are primarily conducted by Detective Fox and Officer Popiny. Officer
Popiny has a lot of experience in covert drug operations and has done a significant amount of
undercover work in the past. He has been a great asset. Both Detective Fox and Officer Popiny
are members of the District Attorney’s Drug Task Forces in both Bucks and Montgomery
Counties.
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The region has seen a large increase in the use of heroin. Heroin is an opiate that is typically
bought in the powder for and then cooked down to a liquid where it can be injected. It is a very
dangerous drug because it can be cut with a number of powders and its dose is not specific. It is
very addictive. There has been several heroin overdoses in the Borough. Some of those
overdoses ended in death. Most overdose deaths are persons in their late teens and early
twenties.
Drugs bought, sold or seized in Telford Borough in 2013 included marijuana, heroin, cocaine
and various opiate and synthetic drugs. Those involved in illegal drug use are oftentimes
involved in other types of crime, including violent crime.
Money and other assets are often seized during the arrest of a drug dealer. Those monies can
often be turned around and obtained by the police department. Efforts are always being made to
seek equipment and overtime through this process.
Additionally, most overtime expenditures involving drug investigations are reimbursed through
the Bucks and / Montgomery County Drug Task Forces. This enables drug work to be
conducted, using overtime, without creating a further financial burden on the Borough.

Patrol Operations
Patrol, of course, is the backbone of any police department. TBPD is no exception. TBPD is
blessed with having a good patrol force that focuses on preventing crime and enforcing the laws.
In addition to routine patrol, officers are first responders to violent and volatile situations, other
crimes in progress, reports of criminal activity, disturbance, medical emergencies and a myriad
of other calls for service.
Patrol officers deal with cases of domestic violence, theft and small amounts of drugs and other
less serious crimes themselves. They conduct investigations in addition to responding to calls
and doing traffic enforcement.
Patrol officers have certain daily responsibilities that they perform. Some of those duties are as
follows: school bus stops patrol in mornings and afternoons; business checks during the
overnight hours; vacation checks; foot patrol; selective enforcement; park and Telford Borough
property patrols.
It is difficult to really know for sure how much crime is deterred through patrol. However; it is
not uncommon to hear people say that they were going to commit a theft, burglary, etc. but saw a
patrol car and decided that it was not a good idea. TBPD continues to keep a patrol car visible as
much as is reasonably possible, not only as deterrence to crime, but also for a quicker response
and the community relations impact that it enforces.
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With the Mobile Data Terminals (MDTs) in the patrol vehicles, officers can complete many of
their reports right from the vehicle. They also have access to all of the pertinent databases for
checking operator’s licenses, registration status, wanted persons, etc.

Traffic Enforcement
Patrol officers are directed to conduct a selective enforcement during each shift. They are
encouraged to do not only speed enforcement, but to also monitor traffic lights, stop signs at
intersections that are problematic, and other high traffic areas where there is likely to be a higher
volume of traffic violations.
Officers are encouraged to make vehicle stops and to use their discretion in whether or not to
issue a citation or a warning. Warnings are tracked just like citations in the TBPD records
management system. Citations are always issued for the serious violations. Examples would be
driving without a license, no insurance and major speed violations.
One of the best tools that have greatly helped to reduce speeding is the Radar Sentry Speed
Display Sign that is placed around the Borough. It has been used continuously, brought out of
service for only brief periods of time for maintenance, and has proven itself to be very effective.
It is used not only to display the speed of the motorist, but can collect the data (vehicles traveled,
speeds, average speeds, etc.) which make it a vital resource for traffic surveys. It is a very good
tool.

Traffic Citations Issued

Written Warnings

208

232

Motor Vehicle Crashes
TBPD investigated the following motor vehicle crashes during 2012:
Reportable: 20

Non-Reportable: 54

Injuries: 10

Deaths: 0

Training and Development
Training is a very important part of law enforcement. It is extremely important that officers are
kept up on changes in the law, new equipment, firearms, best practices for investigations, etc.
Training reduces risk, lessening the chances of civil suits and bad publicity. Though it is a
challenge to keep officers trained due in part to schedules, budget constraints and other factors,
all efforts are made to keep officers well informed and up to date on the best practices of law
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enforcement. As such, a “culture of training” exists in the TBPD. Training is offered in a
variety of ways and officers are in a state of continual training.
TBPD officers are encouraged to attend training that will help them not only in their current
position, but also that which will develop them in their careers.
In-Service Training

In-service training is typically conducted at a departmental meeting. Departmental meetings are
held every two months and they last for two hours. During the first hour, departmental business
is discussed. The second hour typically consists of training. The following is a compilation of
in-service training that officers attended in 2013:
1. Domestic Violence Lethality Assessment Protocols
2. Search and Seizure
3. Property and Evidences Management
4. Use of Force
5. Ethics

Informal Training
Informal training consists of various assignments that officers are required to complete during
their regularly scheduled shifts. It may include the reading of a pertinent article or a training
report, viewing a PowerPoint presentation, viewing a website or reviewing a policy. The typical
assignment takes between 15-30 minutes. Officers are given 10 to 14 days to complete the
assignments.
The value of the informal training is that critical areas of safety and high risk can be covered and
reinforced in a brief format. Officers sign off that they have completed the assignments. It is
working very well.
The following is a compilation of informal training that officers received in 2013:
1. Safe Driving

9. Exculpatory Evidence

17. Importance of Fingerprinting

2. Dealing with the Mentally Ill

10. Dangers of Distracted Driving

18. Bleeding – First Aid

3. Open Carry of Firearms

11. DUI or Diabetic Emergency

19. Policy Review –Reporting

4. Drivers of Emergency Vehicles

12. Policy Review –Authority

20. Toxic Personalities

5. Subject Initiated Interrogations

13. Suicide Prevention

21. High Visibility Garments

6. Dealing with Sovereign Citizens

14. Civil Liability

22. Critical Knowledge Policies

7. The Role of Mission Kids

15. Policy Review – Prisoner Transport
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8. Employee Assistance Program
(EAP)

16. Report Writing

Outside Formal Training
Chief Floyd
Mandatory
First Aid / CPR / AED
Firearms Qualification
Sovereign Citizens
Character is Destiny
Dimensions of Effective Leadership
Accreditation Conference
PA Coalition of Domestic Violence
Bucks County CAC
FBI LEEDS Conference

Detective Fox
Mandatory
First Aid / CPR / AED
Firearms Qualification
Technology Investigation
Advanced Crime Scene Investigation
Outlaw Motorcycle Gangs
Sandusky Child Abuse Investigation

Officer Kim
Mandatory
First Aid / CPR / AED
Firearms Qualification

Officer Bechtel
Mandatory
First Aid / CPR / AED
Firearms Qualification
Tactical Training
Sobriety Checkpoint
Police Supervisor Training

Officer Popiny
Mandatory
First Aid / CPR / AED
Firearms Qualification
Tactical Training

Officer Heffernan
Mandatory
First Aid / CPR / AED
Firearms Qualification
Standardized Field Sobriety Testing

Officer Seville
Mandatory
First Aid / CPR / AED
Firearms Qualification

Officer Seydel
Mandatory
First Aid / CPR / AED
Firearms Qualification

North Penn Tactical Response Team
In 2013 there were no activations of the North Penn Tactical Response Team in Telford
Borough. However, there were ten activations across the NPTRT coverage areas. Officers
Bechtel and Popiny continue to serve on the NPTRT. The Year End Report 2013 is attached to
this report.

ADMINISTRATIVE
Ethics and Standards
The goal of the TBPD is that each and every member; sworn and unsworn, full-time or part-time,
maintains high ethical and professional standards. It is part of the mission; it is a core value that
ethics and integrity remain a hallmark of the department. Therefore it is highly important that
the department respond to complaints by residents, and / or people that officers come into contact
with, during their duties.
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Though most complaints that are made are minor and are typically the result of a
misunderstanding or confusion, there are occasions when complaints concern more serious
matters. In these cases a formal investigation is conducted. During 2013 five such
investigations were conducted by the Chief of Police. Two of the complaints resulted in written
warnings or counseling, one letter of reprimand was issued, one was unfounded and one involved
a resignation prior to disciplinary action. In addition to that one incident, no significant
disciplinary actions were necessary.

Facilities
Arrangements were made during the end of the year to have some renovation work done on the
police headquarters. This will include new paint, carpet or flooring throughout, as well as a
work counter in the squad room. This will greatly improve the appearance and the functionality
of the building.
There are two areas that need to be considered in the future. One is the hardening of the front
entrance. From a security standpoint it is very weak and could be easily infiltrated by an angry
or violent person. It is possible to do this modestly so that it will be more secure and at the same
time minimize costs. This should be a consideration for the 2014-2015 year end budget.
Secondly, a surveillance system is necessary for the headquarters building. With the seeking of
state accreditation, as well as for general security purposes, a camera, viewing a recording
system is necessary for the entrances and holding room. Again, this is a modest, but very
necessary, cost that should be considered in the near future.
It should be noted that the security system may be able to be purchased through drug forfeiture
money. There is communications taking place concerning this and other items or equipment.
However, if that is not feasible, this expenditure should be considered during the 2014-2015
budget discussions.

Financial
Financially, the TBPD came in under budget at 98.47% for the year ending 2013. While this is
creditable, it does not reflect the true fiscal picture. Legal fees, typically not reflected in the
police department budget, were added to reflect the cost of an outside legal counsel to investigate
a personnel matter. These fees, which were approximately $17,000, were reflected in the 01410-490 account. That account, which was budgeted for $8500, closed out at $19,832.85, 233%
over budget.
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Additionally, reimbursed overtime from the drug and DUI task forces, Bucks County Drug Take
Backs and other special details is not reflected from the salary lines of the Detective and the
patrol officers. Overtime in the amount of $4900 was reimbursed through the year.
Strict procedures have been put in place to control overtime costs. Additionally, other costs
saving measures have been enacted that have shown significant reductions in the uniforms, dry
cleaning and office supply budget lines.
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Overtime Hours
Court - 121.5 (Contract Issue)
Shift Coverage – 473 (Due mainly to the loss of a fulltime officer in April 2013)
Investigation – 297.25
Training – 54.5
Holiday – 224 (Contract Issue)
Reimbursed Overtime – 90
NPTRT – 37.5 (Reflects callouts only, training is adjusted into regular patrol schedule)
Other – 117
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Vehicle Fleet
TBPD currently has four vehicles; two for patrol use and two unmarked vehicles. The
unmarked vehicles are primarily used by the Chief and the Detective. With the purchase of
two new patrol vehicles in 2011, the patrol portion of the fleet is in fairly good condition.
However, no allotment has been placed in the budget towards future replacement and there
is concern that several vehicles will need to be replaced at or around the same time period in
the future and that there will not be adequate funding set aside for the need.
It is important to realize that with the additional shifts that have been added, the secondary
patrol vehicle, a 2011 Chevrolet Tahoe, is getting more use. This needs to be considered in
future budgeting decisions.
The primary patrol vehicle, a 2010 Dodge Charger, has been costly as far as maintenance.
Brakes and tires have had to be replaced several times. It is clearly evident that this was not
a good choice for a patrol vehicle in a borough environment. They are much more suited to
highway driving. Unfortunately, the vehicle had to be purchased quickly and it was one of
the few that were readily available.
The Detective’s 2003 Chevrolet Impala has served him well. It was a good purchase.
The Chief’s 2001 GMC Yukon remains reliable and has offered good service for several
years.
A patrol vehicle and the Chief vehicle will need to be replaced in 2015.
VEHICLE MILEAGE
2010 Dodge Charger
72718

2011 Chevr1olet Tahoe
27,180

2001 GMC Yukon
110, 275

2003 Chevrolet Impala
79,347

Accreditation
State level accreditation is has become closer with the completion and implementation of the
new Policy & Procedures Manual. This is a long time goal that is only around the corner.
There is one or two primary areas of concern that are being honed up that have to be
accomplished before accreditation. Evidence handling is the primary concern. A plan has
been adopted to correct the deficiencies and to being the process into compliance.
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With the implementation of the Policy & Procedures Manual comes the proof that the TBPD
is in compliance with each of the 135 standards. It is a time consuming process that
unfortunately has to be worked around or into every other detail and task that must be
performed. It will be a good accomplishment for the TBPD.

Legal Issues
The TBPD has been distracted and basically exhausted by the federal lawsuits that have
been filed by two previous part-time employees. Though baseless, the process, including
the failure of the insurance carrier to grasp the non-financial realities of the suits, has been
an overwhelming let down.

Hiring and Background Investigation Guidelines
In an effort to not only raise the standards of the applicants to the TBPD, but to also conduct
a more thorough and precise background investigation, several new practices have been
developed. A three tier hiring protocol for part-time applicants enable them to be
interviewed on a broader dimension. The last phase involves ride alongs with officers who
are able to evaluate the fit of the applicant for both the Borough and for the department.
A ten page Background Investigation Hiring Guidelines has been developed to help vet
applicants at the highest level. It contains defined preclusions that would bar an applicant
for hire.
The combination of these two protocols ensures consistency in the hiring and background
process. It helps to prevent claims of discrimination, thereby reducing risk.

Random Drug Testing
A random drug testing procedure was enacted in 2013. A total of eight members a year are
drawn at random for the drug testing. All members are registered in the pool including the
Chief and the Administrative Assistant.
It should be noted that this is solely for integrity purposes. There have been no concerns of
drug use among the department.
The random drug testing is a part of the overall drug and alcohol policy. It is well received
by the officers and the procedures fit easily into the routine of the schedule. All members
who are pooled go for their testing while on duty. No one is subjected to testing on their
time off.
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Leadership Development Program
An in-house leadership development program was developed in 2013 with plans for
implementation in the early months of 2014. It is a voluntary program that both officers and
staff can participate in. The name of the program is the Telford Borough Police Department
Leadership Development Challenge.
The program entails the reading of three books and then answering detailed essay questions
that pertain specifically to leadership and to the leadership of the Telford Borough Police
Department. The goal is to evoke leadership thinking, regardless of rank or position.
The three books that are being utilized are:
Emotional Survival for Law Enforcement, Dr. Kevin Gilmartin
Leadership Without Titles, Stephen J. Sampson
The 21 Indispensible Qualities of Leadership, John C. Maxwell
The program is expected to take approximately 25 to 30 hours to complete. It is done
completely on the participant’s own time.

Ethics Program
In an effort to increase awareness of ethics and ethical decision making on the part of all
departmental members, an ethics training program is being developed and is expected to be
implemented fully in the spring of 2014. The program which bears the motto, “Do the
Right Thing…Always”, will incorporate a number of components that will educate and
guide the members in every aspect of what they do in the police department.
Some of the program components are as follows:
• Ethics emphasis in recruiting of new applicants
• Ethics training core for new members
• Four hours of ethics specific training yearly for all members
• Ethics incorporated in all departmental meetings, trainings, etc.
• Ethics in leadership training

Looking Towards the Future
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TBPD simply strives to be the best police department around. Despite being a smaller
agency, there is no reason TBPD cannot be the best. The goal is to serve the people of
Telford Borough in the best way possible.
To achieve being the best, several departmental goals have been established.
GOALS

Short Term (1 year)

Mid-Range (2-5 Years)

Long Term (6-10 years)

Maintain strict financial discipline

Replace the Vacancy for a Full-time
Officer

Succession Plan for the Chief

Create a TBPD website (priority)
Succession Plan for the Detective
Achieve State Accreditation (priority)
Install In-car Camera Systems
(pending funding)
Develop a Comprehensive Strategic
Plan (pending accreditation)
Headquarters Improvements
(in progress)
Implement a Departmental Ethics
Program (priority)

Conclusion
2013 was an exhausting but good year. If life does not have challenges there would be no
learning. With the new knowledge gained, the officers and staff of the Telford Borough
Police Department stand ready to face a new year. We are privileged to serve the people of
Telford.
Thank you for your continual support of the Telford Borough Police Department.

“Do the Right Thing… Always”
TBPD Ethics Motto
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